PARTICIPATING SCHOOLS:

- Bethany Lutheran College, Mankato, MN (BLC)
- Bethel University, St. Paul, MN (BTH)
- Carleton College, Northfield, MN (CRL)
- Gustavus Adolphus College, St. Peter, MN (GAC)
- Northeast College, Norfolk, NE (NEC)
- South Dakota State University, Brookings, SD (SDS)
- University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, MN (UMN)

Preliminary Rounds:

3 wins / 0 losses

- CAR LD (Jeremy Lyon and Broderick Dressen)
- CAR KB (Bob Keating and Andrew BoddySpargo)
- SDS RF (Aaron Rahlfs and Jason Frerichs)
- UMN PC (Daryl Pinto and Aaron Cotkin)

2 wins / 1 loss

- BTH KW (Faith Kroeker and Scott Wheeler)
- CAR ST (David Schraub and Sarah Toews)
- CAR PH (Tharindu Prematillake and Hope Harvey)
- GAC PL (Justin Paul and Betsy Langowski)
- NEC TK (Andy Tatro and Gena Kimminau)
- BLC DM (Jesse DeDeyne and Nina Maksymenko)
- BLC BB (Lisa Buchs and David Buchs)
- BLC LO (Brandon Londgren and Jon Ohlendorf)
1 win / 2 losses

- CAR KP (Jim Kiner and Matthew Pechous)
- CAR KS (Anna Sallstrom and Joe Knoedler)
- GAC SK (Henry Stokman and Alex Knewtson)
- NEC MP (Beth Mohlke and Gabi Praetzel)
- NEC ZC (John Zimmer and Jared Clay)
- UMN SJ (Jason Schousboe and Rachel Jamison)
- UMN WM (David Watson and Tom Meyer)
- UMN TM (Jo Trahms and Jake Murphy)
- BLC BG (Casey Barnes and Jessica Gehrke)
- BLC RJ (Ashley Rand and Juris Jansons)
- BLC GH (Beth Gullixson and Nick Halvorson)

0 wins / 3 losses

- CAR C (Matt Cole)
- CAR MD (Michael Martin and Frank Dolce)
- UMN HS (Marc Halsey and Jessica Schroeder)

**Bronze Round**

- UMN PC (opp) def CAR PH (2-0)
- BLC DM (opp) def CAR KB (2-0)
- BTH KW (opp) def BLC LO (1-1)
- SDS RF (opp) def NEC TK (2-0)
- GAC PL (gov) def CAR LD (2-0)
- BLC BB (gov) def DAR ST (2-0)

**Gold Round**:

- BLC BB (opp) def BTH KW (3-0)
- UMN PC (opp) def GAC PL (3-0)
- BLC DM (opp) def SDS RF (2-1)
Bethany Lutheran College's Gold Award winners: Nina Maksymenko and Jesse DeDeyne

Bethany Lutheran College's Gold Award winners: David Buchs and Lisa Buchs

University of Minnesota's Gold Award winners: Aaron Cotkin and Daryl Pinto
Top speakers: Faith Kroeker, Jeremy Lyon, Aaron Rahlfs, David Buchs, Daryl Pinto, Marc Halsey

**Individual Speakers**

- 1. Faith Kroeker - BTH - 86
- 2. Daryl Pinto - UMN - 85
- 3. Jeremy Lyon - CAR - 84 (58)
- 4. David Buchs - BLC - 84 (57)
- 5 tie. Aaron Rahlfs - SDS - 83
- 5 tie. Marc Halsey - UMN - 83
- 7 tie. Justin Paul - GAC - 82
- 7 tie. Bob Keating - CAR - 82
- 7 tie. Sarah Toews - CAR - 82
- 10 tie. Scott Wheeler - BTH - 81 (57)
- 10 tie. David Watson - UMN - 81 (57)
- 12. Lisa Buchs - BLC 81 (56)
- 14. Matt Cole - CAR - 81 (54)
- 15. Brandon Londgren - 80.5
Topics

Round 1: Resolved: Proven steroid use by professional athletes should result in forfeited games.

Round 2: This House would rather be a big loser than a small winner.

Round 3: (Case) A hijacker is holding a jetliner and 192 passengers hostage until his demands are met. He is demanding $500,000 and a guarantee of safe passage to a country that will not return him for prosecution. The police agree to his demands, and he releases the hostages. Only the hijacker and the flight crew remain on the plane. Many of the released hostages say the hijacker treated them well, and while scared, they never felt threatened. Shortly before the plane takes off, the police storm the plane. Using tear gas and rubber bullets, the police capture the hijacker. In the process the hijacker is wounded as well as a member of the flight crew.

In this case, the Government team must support the statement: The actions of the police were morally justified.

Bronze: This house would retain the option to torture.

Gold: This house would repair the church/state wall.